Supersonic Jet Noise: Main Sources and Reduction Methodologies
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Abstract

The large velocity ratio and the presence of Shocks in the exhaust plume from low bypass engines or supersonic jetliners cause jet noise to be dominant component of overall aircraft noise, and therefore is an important issue in design of the next generation of civil supersonic transport. Jet noise reduction technology also has application in the design of high-performance tactical aircraft. Jet noise is of particular concern on aircraft carriers where it is necessary for deck crew to be in relatively close proximity to the aircraft at takeoff and landing. In this paper, a brief discussion about supersonic jet noise sources and a review of the main passive technologies employed for the reduction of supersonic jet noise are presented.
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1. Introduction

Aircraft noise emissions reduction has become a driving factor for competitive aircraft design, as political and environmental laws have become more firm [1-3]. Additionally, takeoff noise reduction is a key challenge for developing future supersonic jetliners. After careful planning and testing, successful implementation of innovative jet noise reduction concepts in commercial turbofan engines and military aircraft engines may be achieved for reduction of jet noise at supersonic jet exhaust configurations [4].

Jet noise, unlike many flow phenomena, has no readily harnessed this-does-that mechanistic description at fixed global flow conditions. We have Lighthill’s famous strong power-law sensitivity of radiated power to velocity ("a high power, near the eighth" [5]), but no correspondingly simple guidelines exist for what changes to make at fixed flow condition to suppress noise. The complex interplay between the jet turbulence and radiated sound, added to the underlying complexity of the turbulence itself, is the root cause of this. It is a problem of describing this complexity in a useful way.

An overexpanded jet resulting from operating a convergent-divergent nozzle at a stagnation pressure below that corresponding to the nozzle design Mach number contains a quasi-periodic shock cell structure that can persist for several diameters downstream of the nozzle exit. The constructive interference of sound waves produced by the interaction of large-scale jet disturbances with the shock waves within the shock cell structure results in broadband shock noise [6-8]. Shock noise can dominate the acoustic spectra at upstream and broadside observation angles relative to the nozzle exit. Additionally, mixing noise sources are present and are associated with large scale jet disturbances (radiating in the downstream direction) that become very effective noise sources when their phase speeds (relative to the ambient speed of sound) become supersonic [9] and with fine scale turbulence5 (radiating in the upstream direction).

2. Turbulent Mixing Noise

Numerous experiments confirm that most large-scale turbulent mixing noise comes from the region around the end of the potential core [10-16]. This leads to noise reduction via reduction of the convective Mach number. Mixing secondary air with the primary exhaust reduces the velocity of the faster of the flows so Mach wave radiation can be reduced by surrounding the primary jet with secondary flow so that the primary eddies become subsonic with respect to the secondary flow, while ensuring that the secondary eddies are subsonic. The primary and secondary shear layers are formed between the primary and secondary potential cores and between the secondary core and the ambient fluid surrounding the jet, respectively. In the potential cores, the fluid is irrotational, and the velocity is nearly uniform and equal to the nozzle exit velocities. The shear layers work to mix the two core streams of fluid. Because of the difference in velocity between the two streams, rotational motion is induced and turbulent eddies are formed in the shear layers. At the end of the secondary core, the primary and secondary shear layers merge, marking the beginning of the intermediate region of the jet, in Fig.1. This is a very important noise generation region because the primary jet is left exposed to the ambient, and a single shear layer forms with a much higher velocity gradient than either of the two shear layers in the initial region.

In a jet with fixed exit flow conditions, reduction of the Mach number entails controlling convective velocity and controlling the medium surrounding the instability wave. The former requires some form of excitation that can change convective velocity not only at the nozzle exit but also five to twenty diameters downstream, depending on the length of the potential core. The latter scheme is more plausible as it
Involves manipulation of a secondary stream. Today all commercial aircraft engines have a secondary stream, the bypass flow.

Fig. 1. Illustration of primary potential core and secondary potential core in a dual-stream jet.

In coaxial jets, as created by separate flow turbofan engines, the primary (core) jet is initially surrounded by the secondary (bypass) stream, which acts as a moving medium. In the coaxial exhaust of typical engines, the secondary stream becomes fully mixed well up-stream at the end of the primary potential core. As a result, a substantial part of the core noise source region is not covered by the secondary flow. Some noise reduction certainly occurs, but not near the levels one would expect [17]. The end of the potential core is associated with very strong turbulent fluctuations. There are two convective Mach numbers that influence noise emission: one for primary instability with respect to the secondary stream and the other for secondary instability with respect to the ambient. In non axisymmetric arrangements there is also an azimuthal dependence of the mean flow variables. Which of the two convective Mach numbers is more important depends on the volume and intensity of noise sources associated with each distribution. Various methods have been developed to reduce the generation of jet noise in aircraft.

3. Supersonic Jet Noise Reduction

Supersonic jet noise consists of three main components: turbulent mixing noise, screech tones and broadband noise. High-speed jet noise is dominated by Mach wave emission, which arises when turbulent eddies in the jet travel with supersonic velocity relative to the surrounding medium, radiates the downstream direction and is caused by the supersonic convection of eddies relative to their surrounding medium [18-22].

Reducing the Mach wave emission is a key challenge for making high-speed transports environmentally acceptable [23]. Mach wave radiation has been the subject of numerous analytical, computational, and experimental investigations [24-26]. This component of noise can be substantially removed by operating the jet at pressure matched conditions. Turbulent mixing noise, manifested as Mach wave emission in high-speed jets, is by far the most difficult noise source to be controlled. Several concepts have been developed to reduce high speed jet noise, usually involving efforts to enhance the mixing between the jet and the surrounding air. These methods reduce the length of the high velocity region of the jet where noise is generated in some way [18, 27].

Supersonic jet noise reduction, however, remains a problem that has impeded the wide-scale development of supersonic air travel. Nevertheless, interest has been shown recently for the development of supersonic business aircraft, an indication that supersonic transport can have niche in market where time saving often results in crucial financial benefits. Development of a supersonic business aircraft would leverage the extensive know-how and technologies developed for military airplanes, but hinges on effective reduction of take-off noise generated by supersonic jets exhausting from the engines of such aircrafts [28]. So far, the bulk of the supersonic noise suppression effort has encompassed mixing enhancement and ejection approaches [29, 30] which typically lead to large and heavy power plants [31]. One may wonder if supersonic engines will follow the same evolution as subsonic engines, leading to supersonic high-bypass turbofans. The issue is not as simple, though. High bypass ratio generally causes worse, not better efficiency at supersonic speeds.

As the other main components of supersonic jet noise, screech tones and broadband noise are associated with the shock cell system in imperfectly expanded jets. Screech is a discrete tone emitted by imperfectly expanded jets. It has a significant upstream propagation component and, thus, can cause damage to the engine nozzle structure[32]. Screech is taught to be generated and sustained by a resonant feedback loop that comprises the following elements: a-sound generated by passage of eddies through shock cells b-upstream propagation of the sound toward the nozzle lip, and cgeneration of new eddy by coupling of the sound with the shear-layer instability [18, 33, 34].

The second component of shock-associated noise is broadband in nature and propagates in the lateral and upstream directions. In spectral amplitude rises rapidly with frequency to a main peak and then decreases at higher frequencies. Broadband shock noise is believed to consist of acoustic waves generated by supersonically convecting, coherent, wavelike disturbances arising from the interaction of large-scale turbulent structures with the nearly periodic shock cell system of imperfectly expanded jets [35, 36].

It was demonstrated that addition of a secondary flow to a supersonic jet can reduce Mach wave emission when the convective velocity of the jet eddies are also subsonic values, provided that the secondary flow eddies are also subsonic with respect to the ambient [37, 38]. This method, called Mach wave elimination, achieved appreciable noise reduction in a pressure-matched jet with velocity of 920 m/s [38]. Specifically, MWE seeks to minimize the convective mach numbers of turbulent eddies throughout the jet flow field. This includes the end of the potential core, a region of vigorous mixing and strong noise generation. In a coaxial arrangement, application of the secondary streams thus stretching the primary potential core. The end of the primary core can easily extend past the reach of the secondary flow, thus reducing the effectiveness of the technique. The eccentric arrangement has been shown to prevent significant elongation of the primary potential core [39]. It also doubles the thickness and potential core length of the secondary flow in the downstream direction, thus making the technique very effective at suppressing mach wave emission towards the ground. More generally, the MWE results illustrate the potential for noise reduction by shaping the mean flow of the primary and secondary streams.

Experiments on Wave Elimination technique showed significant gains in noise reduction. Dimitri Papamoschou [40] investigated the noise suppression in fixed cycle, bypass ratio 3 supersonic engine. Subscale experiments showed that, relative to the mixed-flow exhaust, the coaxial separate-flow exhaust with vanes reduces the peak overall sound pressure level by 8 dB and the effective perceived noise level by 7dB.
and the noise-equivalent specific thrust on takeoff is reduced from 490 to 390 m/s. Results also showed that by this method, 13 dB noise reduction with the mixed-flow exhaust and 20 dB quieter with the aforementioned suppression scheme, can be achieved.

Application of chevron nozzle to reduce noise radiated from heated, overexpanded, supersonic jets is another idea. Recent experiments using chevron nozzles for noise reduction on supersonic jets have focused on non-ideally expanded jets with shocks. For underexpanded jets[41, 42], chevrons increased broadband shock noise over that of the baseline nozzle for co-flow Mach numbers less than, or equal to, 0.5. Flow-field measurements showed that the chevrons produced higher turbulence levels than the baseline nozzle near the nozzle exit and comparable shock strengths, the combined effect possibly leading to increased shock noise. In the peak jet noise direction, the chevron nozzle reduced low frequency noise relative to the baseline round nozzle. The application of chevrons to overexpanded jets [43] resulted in reduced broadband shock noise and noise reduction at all frequencies in the peak jet noise direction.

4. Conclusions

Aircraft noise is one of the most pressing environmental problems of modern societies. Engine noise as a source of noise pollution has significant impact on the environment. On the other hand, the commercial air traffic is expected to increase substantially in the coming years, as air travel becomes more affordable worldwide. This has led to formulation of many restrictions by government agencies and airport management to place severe limits on the acceptable levels of aircraft noise near airports. Jet noise is one of the principal noise sources in aircraft. In this paper, a brief discussion about supersonic jet noise sources and a review of the main passive technologies employed for the reduction of supersonic jet noise are presented.
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